The Bowen Island Gateway Mural Community Art Project

The Story of the Gateway Mural
written by Sarah Haxby

The Vision: In the summer of 2021, three community-minded local artists with a collaborative vision set out to co-create a sixteenpanel artwork that features a panoramic journey to and across Bowen Island. The Gateway Mural features highlights of the landscape,
flora and fauna, whimsy and spirit of the island as well as references to some cultural and historical elements and seeks to celebrate
the community, people and place that make up Bowen Island, Nexwlélexwm, a jewel in Howe Sound, nestled in the Salish Sea.
The artwork was designed by the Gateway Mural trio of artists to maintain overall composition and harmony, with Di taking the
collective ideas and designing the background and Paula Love designing the majority of the close-up flora and fauna elements that
were created partly in response to the over 125 suggestions from a community engagement survey which collected community
suggestions from age six to ninety about which animals, places and plants the community feels best represent the island. Community
guest artists were invited to participate in the mural by painting pieces of the mural and youth artists were mentored over the summer.
One of the key parts of this community public artwork was the idea that the different styles and contributions of the guest artists would
be jewels in the overall tapestry, expressing many styles and pops of colour. Being inclusive, an array of artists at various stages of
their lives and art careers which was an inclusive aspect of the project that shows the spirit of the community through an array of styles.
Preschool children and babies and infants contributed handprints and footprints that were incorporated into the project as the youngest
contributors, and the oldest contributors were in their late eighties. Honouring our cultural history, the paintbrushes of various artists
who are no longer in our midst such as Ione Betty McIntyre and Nicolette McIntosh were used to paint the artwork.
The creation of the project took place from August - October 2021, in the midst of conforming to Covid protocols, painting during a heatdome event which dried the paint as fast as we could apply it, and then dealing with wildfire smoke, painting in multiple locations as we
moved from outside to indoors and managed to work at various sites. After the heat of the summer, we painted in the fall, during
multiple rainstorms, high humidity, an atmospheric river weather-event, high winds, high humidity and the cold weather of October.
The project was a challenge in size, scope, scheduling, arranging a covid-safe community engagement schedule and even just
sourcing the paint as the summer of 2021 also brought a global paint shortage and red and yellow exterior house paint was difficult to
find and we only managed to source some because we kept telling paint supply companies that we were working on an important
community public artwork! Despite the challenges we all worked together and just kept coming up with solutions for each hurdle.

The project goals included creating a welcoming and inviting entrance to Bowen Island that shares and celebrates our environment, our
local heritage, culture and community spirit. We hope that through community engagement the piece has a rich depth and engenders a
sense of collective ownership by the community and shares some of our many stories and celebrates our natural environment.
The background design anchors the artwork, the details and unique details build on the foundation, and the people participating in the
experience of the creation of the mural and sharing of stories brought it to life. We hope it will be enjoyed by the community and visitors
to the island in its setting on the Lock Block wall in Snug Cove, at the gateway to the island.
Thank you for the opportunity to create this project, with, and for our community.

Di, Paula Love and Sarah Haxby, the Bowen Island Gateway Mural trio of artists
Di
www.artbydi.ca

Paula Love
www.paulalove.art/home

Sarah Haxby
https://peargirl.weebly.com

Contributing community artists: Natalia Dominguez, Bob Doucet, Janet Esseiva, Nick Jens, Wylde Marsh, Marysia McGilvray, Alison
Mitchell, Matilda Shapland, Adam Taylor, Liz Watson, Simon Daniel James Winadzi,Ron Woodall, Danuta Zwierciadlowski, The Wayfinders
Collective (Diane Buchanan, Jane Dunfield, Coral Louie, Reidun VanKervel), and Sangre de Fruta employees.
Child and youth artists: Hannah F., Summer I., Mizuki J., Rachel M., Sasha M., Kate P., Ayla S., Community Recreation summer
camp kids (AJ, Dela, Elliot, Felix, Frankie, Freyja, George, Greta, Isla, James, Keira, Meiko, Masha, Nia, Stella), and the infants and
children at the Bowen Island Children s Centre.
Acknowledgement and Sponsors: The 2021 Gateway Mural Project was made possible thanks to the Bowen Island Municipality, the
Public Art Advisory Committee, Sangre de Fruta and the enthusiasm and participation of the community of Bowen Island.
Public Art Advisory Committee. Purpose of the Committee: to provide Council with advice and recommendations, using the Public
Art Program and Policy as a guide, with the goal of integrating art into public spaces throughout Bowen Island. The Committee will
incorporate best practices to build cultural vibrancy on the island, strengthen our community identity and civic pride, honour, preserve
and encourage our cultural heritage and artistic diversity, and assist with community planning, economic development and cultural
tourism opportunities. Committee Members Scott Massey, Chair, Mary Lynn Machado, Vice Chair, Philip Dion, Councillor Maureen
Nicholson, Jami Scheffer, The Hearth Executive Director, Greta Smith, Bowen Island Arts Council Board Member, Gillian Drake,
Manager of Recreation and Community Services
Additional Project Supporters: Raf I debski, Robin Savoie, A el Mu o Vida, Helen Wallwork, The Little Red Church/Collins Hall,
Adam Taylor, underwater photos, Bowen Fish and Wildlife, BICS, Bowen Island Recreation and Community Services, Scott Massey and
his studio, and many other friends, family and members of the community.

Project documentation: by Jon Smith, WetINK Fine Art, www.wetinkfineart.ca.

A few notes: The inclusion of Braille in the plaque that accompanies this art installation was an important part of the story of Bowen Island as the
CNIB has had a rich history on Bowen Island and the artists felt it was important to include a reference to this local history within the scope of the
project.
Every one of the sixteen panels was worked on by Di, Paula Love and Sarah Haxby. Some of the panel backgrounds have five or more layers of
paint to create the depth of rich colour and it was a labour of love to hand paint each panel, as well as to set each panel up with spots for our
community artists. For the sake of brevity, the artists credited on the individual panels worked on the details or notable highlight characters within
the panels, rather than listing the trio of Gateway Mural artists each time.
Description of the Gateway Mural Panels: Starting as you get off the ferry docks, the panels are presented from east to west, from right to left.

Thank you to the project sponsors:

Sangre de Fruta Botanical
Public Art Advisory Committee.

Panel one
Location: Under the waters of the Salish Sea, Howe Sound.
Seal by Nick Jens
Rockfish by Natalia Dominguez
Moon jellies by Paula Love
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna:
Glass Sea sponges, moon jellies, harbour seal, bull kelp, rock fish
Feature cultural/historic:
In the summer of 202 five new living glass sponge reefs were identified and confirmed by Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) in the Howe Sound
area. https://www.bowenislandundercurrent.com/local-news/new-howe-sound-glass-sponge-reefs-identified-3417002 .
Adam Taylor s generous sharing of his extensive diving photographs was an important source of visual reference and inspiration to the artists for all
the marine panels.
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel two
Location: under the waters of Howe Sound, part of the Salish Sea
Queen of Capilano by Liz Watson
Sea slug by Paula Love
Dolphin by Di
School of minnows by the Community Recreation summer camp kids
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: Bullwhip Kelp (Nereocystis luetkeana), Alabaster Nudibranch Sea slug.
Feature cultural/historic:
The Union Steamship Company of British Columbia Ltd, incorporated in 1889, was the first public transportation to Bowen Island.
Initially a passenger-only route of small boats, the Sannie Transportation Company was begun in 1921 by John Hilton Brown, a British shipmaster.
The Black Ball Line passenger service between Bowen Island and Horseshoe Bay began in December 1956 with the MV Bainbridge which began
carrying vehicles upon completion of a new berth at Snug Cove in 1958.
Black Ball was absorbed by the BC Highways and Bridges Toll Authority Ferries, later to become British Columbia Ferry Corporation which has
served Bowen Island since that time. The ferry corporation was a crown corporation, that is, state-owned, and it retained that status until 2003 at
which time it was reorganized into a private corporation, solely owned by the provincial government's BC Ferry Authority. Early BC Ferries ships on
the Bowen Island route included, in 1962, the wooden-hulled Cy Peck and the original Bowen Queen (imported from Kelowna and later renamed
Vesuvius Queen). A second Bowen Queen was launched in 1965, and the Howe Sound Queen was imported from eastern Canada in 1971.
The Bowen Island ferry has been supplemented over many decades by a dozen or more Howe Sound water taxi companies providing on-demand
trips and occasional scheduled shuttles. These have included PDQ Water Taxi (Ian Arthur), Mercury Water Taxi (Frank Wright), Radio Water Taxi
(Bill Dunbar, Don Nemrava), Horseshoe Bay Water Taxi (Bill Jewett), Freemac Amphibious Taxis (Jack and Connie McPhillips, and Harold and
Dorothy Freeston), Pete's Water Taxi (Pete Labrie), and Cormorant Marine Services (Brian Biddlecombe).
Fun facts/other details: Alabaster Nudibranch, one of the many types of amazingly beautiful sea slugs that can be found in the local waters around
Bowen Island. Look up lemon and lion's mane nudibranchs to see more of these amazing creatures. We only painted one but there could be a
whole mural just about sea slugs!
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel three
Location: under the waters of the Salish Sea, looking North towards Bowyer Island, Anvil Island and up Howe Sound
Pacific Northwest Octopus by Hannah Florendo, age 14
Sea stars and school of minnows (continued from panel two) by the Community Recreation summer camp kids: Nia, Meiko, Mosha, Felix, George,
Keira, Isla, Dela, Greta, Frankie, AJ, Stella, Elliot, James, Hanna and Freyja age 5-9
Sea star by Mizuki J.
Anemone, plumose anemone and sea urchins by Paula Love
Dolphins by Sarah Haxby
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: dolphins, sea stars, anemones, sea urchins.
Feature cultural/historic: From the ocean floor to the peaks of B.C. s Coast Mountains is the vast watershed of tl ka7tsem/Howe Sound.
Stretching from the northwestern edge of Vancouver to the Squamish Estuary south of Whistler, including Bowen Island, the fiord in the Salish Sea
was announced a UNESCO biosphere region in October of 2021.
Fun facts/other details:
With a lifespan of 3-5 years, and its 22-110lb size ranging from 9.75- 16 feet, the Giant Pacific Northwest Octopus, Enteroctopus dofleini, is an
amazing denizen of the depths of the ocean.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel four
Location: under the waters of the Salish Sea, looking North towards the Sunshine Coast and seeing Finnisterre Island in the background
Orca design by Simon Daniel James, Winadzi (panel 4 and 5)
Mountains and sky assistance by Danuta Zwierciadlowski
Sea Stars by local youth (continued from panel three) by Sasha M., and Summer I.
Wolf eel, anemones and sea urchin by Paula Love
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: Pacific Northwest Octopus, dolphins, sea stars, anemones, sea urchins

Fun facts/other details: the First Nations symbolism of the Orca, Yew yew (yoh yoh) in Squamish, symbolizes family, longevity, community and
protection. Orcas, who are also called Sea Wolves in some Northwest coast cultures, are revered for their hunting skills and sheer strength.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel five
Location: under the waters of the Salish Sea, looking North towards the Sunshine Coast and seeing Eaglecliff, Mount Collins and the sea floor of
underwater Bowen Island
Breaching orca design by Simon Daniel James, Winadzi
Getting Ready for the tourists adapted with permission from a cartoon by Ron Woodall by Sarah Haxby
Fun facts/other details:
The importance of local divers, ecologists and community volunteers have been instrumental to the improving conditions of the waters of the Salish
Sea and the Gateway mural artists were inspired by the many actions of the people helping to organize shoreline and stream clean-ups, ocean dive
clean-ups, educational dives and videos and all the efforts to improve our environment.
The importance of including one of Ron Woodall s cartoons as an example of the local sense of humour was important to the mural. With over two
thousand cartoons reflecting on just how funny Bowen Island and its denizens quirks are, the hardest part was choosing which cartoon to
reference.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel six
Location: entering Snug Cove, Mannion Bay and Millers Landing in the background
River otter and flying gull by Ayla S., age 12
Sea Stars by Rachel M., age 12 and Sarah Haxby
Sailboats by Matilda Shapland
Gull eating a sea star, Paula Love
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: River otter, gulls, sea-stars, and a rich intertidal zone filled with seaweeds, mussels, barnacles, and many other
creatures hiding beneath the rocks.
Feature cultural/historic: The original ferry dock in Snug Cove was where Dallas Marina is (currently the location of the Kayak rental shop and
Taco shop). During the Union Steamship glory days as many as 5,000 people were ferried to Bowen Island on the summer weekends on the Lady
Alexander, the pride of the Union Steamship fleet, which used to deliver huge crowds of picnic excursions and Moonlight Cruises. .The all-time high
of 101,000 visitors was reached in 1946 when Vancouver s population was still only 365,000. Bowen Island is the location of many memories for
many people and had the nickname the Happy Isle.
Fun facts/other details: Sadly, a new study published by the Royal Society said sea stars are getting close to extinction as waters along the west
coast, including in California and Mexico, warm faster because of climate change. There are still some populations of sea stars in B.C. waters, but
it s unclear if they ll survive, said Sara Hamilton, a PhD student at Oregon State University and lead author of the study. Sea stars have been
wasting away since 2013 and studies have shown this could be due to bacteria or a virus that thrives in warm waters. The Heat Dome even that
took place in late June in the summer of 2021 caused further die back as the heat literally cooked billions of creatures living in the intertidal zone
each time the tide was low and the shoreline was exposed.
The North American river otter lives all over Bowen Island. Semiaquatic, it can be seen at the beach, in streams, and sometimes surprising people
by popping up from holes in the ground that are part of the culverts of Bowen Island. Also known as the northern river otter or common otter, these
creatures are found in and along its waterways and coasts, under docks and sometimes in boats. They can weigh between 5 -14 kg. A family of
otters can often be seen frolicking along the shoreline of Mannion Bay/ the causeway.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel seven
Location: Mannion Bay, Mother s Beach, the Causeway, Crippen Regional Park, and the Lagoon
Great Blue Heron, Wylde Marsh
Harbour Seal, Marysia McGilvray
Kayaks, Matilda Shapland
Sea stars, Union Steamship Company blanket and beach umbrella, Sarah Haxby
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: Intertidal zone is a rich habitat. A Great Blue Heron and a Harbour Seal are only two of the many creatures to be
found living here.
Feature cultural/historic: The blanket on the beach is an old wool Union Steamship blanket with the green lines that were the company s plate
wear design. Harkening back to the historic days of picnics in a location that is still popular today. The sand on Mother s beach and Sandy Beach
and Tunstall Bay beaches was barged over from Scotland, around a hundred years ago, as there are no naturally sandy beaches.
In 1900, Captain John Cates had built a thriving tourism and freight business and had made "the name Bowen Island synonymous with the picnic
excursion," wrote historian Irene Howard. Even during the First World War, day-trippers, campers, weekenders frequented the Terminal Inn, picnic
grounds or dance pavilion. But it was USSCo., started in 1920, that transformed Bowen into a legendary destination the Happy Isle.
Fun facts/other details: The Causeway at the Lagoon dates back to 1925 and is among the inaugural 10 entries in Bowen Island's Heritage
Registry. At one point it had lights that illuminated the entire pathway.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel eight
Location: The Causeway, Lagoon and looking across the island to historical agricultural sites
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: Mute swan, Mallard duck, drake and female, Bowen salmon species: Chum salmon, with some coho, chinook and
steelhead.
Feature cultural/historic: This panel celebrates an array of Bowen history including Bowen Island agricultural heritage varieties such as the fruit
trees in Davies Heritage Orchard. Davies Orchard, now part of Crippen Park in Snug Cove, has trees planted in 1885 that are still alive and some
are still producing apples. The heritage Causeway (completed circa 1925) is now part of Bowen s heritage registry, and is featured on this panel.
There is also a nod to the Bowen Island Black Sheep Welsh Border Morris Dancers, a spirited folk-dance troupe that was active from approximately
2000-2018. In its hey-day this group had twenty-six participants as well as a youth group, The Lambs, with a dozen young dancers age 5-14.
Endswell Farm house, sheep (one wearing a Bowen Island Black Sheep Welsh Border Morris dance hat) and llama (escaped from the middle of the
island) by Bob Doucet
Bowen apple heritage variety (perhaps a Wolf River apple) by the employees of Sangre de Fruta
Ducks, salmon and Celtic knotwork salmon, and swan by Sarah Haxby
Fun facts/other details:
Mute swans can live for up to thirty years and mate for life. The Admiral, a large, mute swan, was killed by a dog in 2011. He was known as a very
cranky swan and rumours have it that the swan was named after a BC ferry admiral who was famous for having a similar disposition, and for
crashing the Bowen Island ferry into the docks, who was the mate of Mary aka The Admiral s wife . Mary can still be seen swimming in her various
favourite locations on Bowen Island, especially Mannion Bay, Snug Cove and a pond out at Endswell Farm, amongst other spots. Mary the swan
was given her name by Nicolette McIntosh (aka Mrs. Mac ) who was born Nicolette Cross in 1930 and grew up on a large farm near Oxford,
England. She purchased and lived on the well-known Endswell Farm on Bowen Island from 1964 until 2019, when she passed away, leaving
a legacy of agriculture and art. The Gateway mural was painted in part with paint brushes donated to the project by her estate.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel nine
Location: At the edge of the Lagoon Union the Steam ship Cottage known as Seaside Number One stands as the symbolic representative of the
over two hundred cottages that were nestled into the landscape from the Cove to the Deep Bay Neighbourhood. From 1900- the mid 1950s when
Bowen Island was best known as a tourist destination and farming community.
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: Keystone, a current Cove cat, and Missy the dog, sit on the porch and are the symbolic representatives of the
many animal advocates and organizations on Bowen Island such as C.A.W.E.S. and the Missy Foundation and VOKRA volunteers.
Feature cultural/historic:A vegetable garden, and pollinators garden are near a beehive that is tended by B.O.B. Bees on Bowen. A doe grazes
close to the house, not too far from her fawn. A domestic chicken has escaped from its pen (don t worry, someone is posting about it on FB, and it
will get home soon!) A Red-legged frog (Rana aurora), leaps across the road. Perhaps someone should put a sign up so people know it is a frog
crossing!
Seaside Cottage Number One by Alison Mitchell
Sunflowers by Kate P., age 12
Vegetable garden by the Community Recreation Summer camp kids (age 5-9)
Meadow with dandelions: Janet Esseiva
Canadian swallowtail, Red-legged frog, honey bee hive and deer by Di
Domestic chicken on the loose by Paula Love
Fun facts/other details: A creative modified road sign replicates one of the many examples of unique signage that has been created/and or
modified by the comedians of Bowen Island over the years. The deer Xing signs with a rudolph nose, and the Bowen Island airport April Fools sign,
or the plug at the end of the road it was hard to choose just one example, but the famous human riding a bear with a chicken crossing the road
custom sign was selected. Sitting in one of the heritage apple trees is a trio of silhouetted birds (a nod to Liz Nankin s and Daniela Sorrentino s
silhouette Bowen Fables Project,) there are, two common crows, and one uncommon Blow: the mythical Black Lab-Crow creation of Rob Wright
and a recurring animal in the High Tide; a free satirical publication that was produced for many years in the 1990s. If you missed out on the days
when the High Tide would magically appear all over the Cove in various public locations, visit the Museum and Archives, they have a full set!
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel ten
Location: travelling through some second growth forest, and through a meadow to Killarney Lake in Crippen Park
Meadow by Janet Esseiva
Fawn and kingfisher, by Paula Love
Geese by Di
Trout by Sarah Haxby
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: alder trees, The Pacific dogwood, Canadian Geese, bullrushes, a belted kingfisher, Coastal cutthroat trout,
Oncorhynchus clarkii clarkii, frog eggs, meadow mix of dandelions and grasses and flowers, a faun.
Feature cultural/historic: definition of the word Killarney: a moderate yellowish green to green. Source: Merriam Webster dictionary.
Fun facts/other details: the Pacific dogwood (Cornus nuttallii) was adopted in 1956 as British Columbia's official flower. The Pacific dogwood is a
tree that grows six to eight meters high and flowers in the late spring. In their natural habitat, dogwoods are understory trees, which are generally
surrounded or protected by other larger trees.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel eleven
Location: Killarney Lake in Crippen Park
Canoe, newts, skunk, skunk cabbage, lilies, beaver home, water, cedar trees by the Wayfinders Collective: Reidun VanKervel, Coral Louie, Diane
Buchanan and Jane Dunfield
Banana slug (Celtic knot work motif) by Sarah Haxby
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: beaver, banana slug, skunk, newts, yellow pond lilies, skunk cabbage
Feature cultural/historic: Harkening back to the 1960s and the joyful days of paddling about, writing poetry and songs, a canoe full of peaceful
newts is afloat on the calm waters and is filled with a bunch of fun-loving newts. The Banana Slug Ariolimax columbianus is native to the Pacific
Northwest region and can grow to a length of 20-25cm. Banana slugs prefer a moist, cool environment. Bo the Banana slug is the mascot of the
Bowfest Community Fair which has featured slug races for over 40 years.

Fun facts/other details: At the edge of the lake, yellow pond lilies grow in the lake, and a skunk (a recently introduced invasive species) hides
amongst the indigenous skunk cabbage. Nearby a beaver has left its shelter. In the distance the remnant silver cedars continue to stand as they
have since the lake was dammed, the rising lake waters killing many of the trees around the lake. The cedar trees remain, like silver sculptures.
There is a vibrant marshland in the northern portion of the lake. Two yellow-flowering, native, perennial plants can be found at Killarney Lake. Skunk
cabbage, also known as Swamp Lantern, likes a swampy moist area. Ethnobotanists report that the leaves were useful as a wrapper. Bears and
some deer might eat the leaves raw, but humans will find they can't digest the leaves and the plant is best left alone. The Yellow pond-lily is fully
aquatic and grows from a rough-skinned rhizome. Leaf
stalks can be 1-2m long.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel twelve
Love Forest Part One
Location: Entering the forests of Bowen Island which include private land, parklands, crown land and the Apodaca Ecological reserve.
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: Western redcedar, Douglas fir, hemlock, huckleberry, black capped chickadees, Pacific tree frog, sword ferns,
raven, male blacktailed buck, salmonberries, various fungi and a mule (black tailed) deer (Odocoileus hemionus).
Feature cultural/historic: Opa is the name of a large first growth Douglas fir tree that has survived many storms, fires, and the scars that indicate
the start of someone beginning to hand log it. This massive tree is located at Xenia retreat and open for respectful daytime visits from the public.
Offerings and letters sometimes adorn the tree, but the main goal when visiting Opa is the invitation to silently appreciate the ancient tree from its
i b a che . A be ch i
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Deer, cedar, Douglas fir, hemlock, huckleberry, black capped chickadees, Pacific tree frog, sword ferns, raven, male blacktailed buck,
salmonberries, various fungi by Paula Love
Fun facts/other details: Opa tree at Xenia continues to grow despite the scars from the start of harvesting and a fire. A bench is nearby and
people view the old tree and leave personal notes and offerings.
The forests of Bowen Island are rich ecosystems below and above ground. A black tail deer in the forest, species of mycelium, and an old growth
stump of a tree cut down in the logging of the late 1800s has turned into a second growth nurse-log, with a hemlock growing on it and draping it in
an intricate root system. Black capped chickadees sitting in the branches of a huckleberry bush. A salmonberry bush grows amidst sword ferns. A
raven perches in the branches of a Western redcedar.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel thirteen Love Forest Part two
Location: from deep in the rain forests of Bowen Island to the low-bank shoreline of Cape Roger Curtis
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: Anna s hummingbird, foxglove, daisies, pileated woodpecker, barred owl, northern flicker, Douglas squirrel and big
leaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) with mosses and liquorice fern growing on it. Alders often have polypores, also called bracket fungi or shelf fungi,
growing on them. The mushrooms growing on the Alder are Pleurotus ostreatus, common name Oyster mushrooms, and the second ones are
Crepidotus, common name Oysterlings. In both panels of the Love Forest there is Amanita muscaria too, a beautiful but highly poisonous
mushroom.
Feature cultural/historic: The Vancouver Museum once had a world record Canadian Broad Leaf Maple Tree, that was collected on Bowen Island
in the early 1930s. It reportedly measured 26 from lower tip to lower tip and 260 sq. inches in total area (about 65 cm and 1,625 sq cm)! So, for
decades it was believed that B e I a d he d he
fficia
d a ge
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However, in 2014 Victoria s Marilyn deHaan found a maple leaf in her backyard that was 60.9 centimetres wide and 72 cm long
and is has since
been declared the largest, unofficially, ever found, as the leaf from the 1930s no longer exists. Many locals hope that a larger leaf will be found on
Bowen Island again, so that we can once again reclaim the unofficial title!
Feature artwork
Hummingbird, woodpeckers, foxglove, squirrel, daisies, barred owl, all fungi, owl, tree details and whimsical shrew home by Paula Love
Fun facts/other details: There are twelve types of woodpeckers that live in BC including the red crested pileated woodpecker and the more
common northern flicker (Colaptes auratus), a medium-sized woodpecker. The barred owl, also known as the northern barred owl, striped owl or,
more informally, hoot owl, is a North American large species of owl. A member of the true owl family, Strigidae, they belong to the genus Strix and
are known for the call which sounds like who cooks for you?

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel fourteen
Location: Leaving the forests of Bowen Island and arriving on the western shore of Cape Roger Curtis at sunset. Looking across the waters at the
Pasley Islands (Pasley Island, Worlcombe Island, Mickey Island, Ragged Island, Hermit Island, Popham Island and Little Popham island) and the
Sunshine Coast.
Arbutus by Di
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: arbutus, flowering salal, moss, lichen and lowbank shoreline habitat
Feature cultural/historic: Arbutus is the only native broadleaf evergreen tree in Canada, growing up to 25m, 60cm in diameter. The tree has
special uses to the first peoples. Another common name is madrone, a Spanish word for the strawberry tree, of which arbutus is a close relative. In
undisturbed habitat, mostly growing on the windy-lashed rocky cliffs of the BC coastline, the arbutus is noted by silviculturists as being extremely
hardy, withstanding drought, extreme wind, poor nutrients, and even wildfires, however recently the arbutus population has been declining at an
alarming rate for the past several years, but there is no clear answer to the exact cause of Arbutus death as multiple factors are impacting these
trees. Neofusicoccum arbuti, a fungus that occurs naturally in this region, can cause stem and branch cankers and some of the branch dieback and
the trees on Bowen Island have been impacted as well. It is not known if the trees will survive this current threat or what the future of this beautiful
tree with its white flowers that are a favourite of hummingbirds, its notable reddish paper bark and bright red berries that feeds birds each year.

Fun facts/other details: The Cape Roger Curtis lands consist of 255 hectares (631 acres) at the entrance to Howe Sound, on the south west
corner of Bowen Island, with over 3 km of coastline, mature second growth forest, and rare coastal bluff ecosystems once containing a significant
amount of environmentally sensitive and ecologically exceptional areas and several rare plant species including Great Camus, Rocky Mountain
Juniper, and Menzies Larkspur. Source: Bowen Island Conservancy.

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel fifteen
Location: Leaving the forests of Bowen Island and arriving on the western shore of Cape Roger Curtis at sunset. Looking across the waters at the
Paisley Islands and the Sunshine Coast.
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: humpback whale
Feature cultural/historic: if you watch the news these days you will see reports that in the Salish sea the Humpback whales are reported to be
thriving in the waters of southern British Columbia and northern Washington state, according to naturalists. Researchers at the U.S.-based Pacific
Whale Watch Association (PWWA) and the Center for Whale Research say a record number of humpback calves were identified in the Salish Sea
in 2021.
Humpback whales, shoreline, driftwood log by Di

Handprints and footprints by the babies and children of the Bowen Island Children s Centre. Thank you to our youngest community
members for artistically contributing to the project, the hand and footprints can be found in various panels of the mural, most notably on the
breaching Humpback whale!

-----------------------------------------------------------------

Panel sixteen
Location: Cape Roger Curtis at sunset.
Highlight/Feature Flora/fauna: California Sea lions on a float. The lighthouse on the rocks. A driftwood bench made by people who love to visit
this spot. The silhouette of an old coniferous tree that has seen hundreds of storms, thousands of tides and been photographed a million times.
Feature cultural/historic: Five species of seals and sea lions (pinnipeds) are found in British Columbia (B.C.) waters. The California Sea Lion,
Zalophus californianus, only mates in BC. They like to sit out on rocky outcrops, islets, and available docks such as the floats out at Cape Roger
Curtis. The distinctive honking barks of sea lions conversing in a cacophony of pinniped onomatopoeia can be heard echoing across the waters.

Silhouettes of the famous tree at the cape, the driftwood friendship bench, eagles in flight, sea lions, sunset and lighthouse by Di
Fun facts/other details: The light of day fades and everything turns to silhouettes. Take a seat on the driftwood bench, enjoy the sunset and take a
moment to reflect on the many elements that make up Bowen Island: our history, people, places, the ecology.

-------------------------------fin (pun intended)----------------------------------

